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PREFACE 
The ideas for this thesis evolved while I was employed in the 
Statistical Laboratory of The Oklahoma. Agricultural and Mechanical College$ 
and while I was working directly with Dr. F. A. Graybill on numerous 
projects involving the study of variance components. Undoubtedly the 
fact that Dr, Graybill has a primary interest in the validity of variance 
canponent estimates played a major role in the evolution of these ideas. 
My interest was further stimulated by the interest of the research staff 
of the Agricultural Experiment Station and their inquiries concerning 
the validity of the estimates in the Balanced and Hierarchal models. 
are : 
The two main questions which arise in the study of variance canponents 
(a) How do we estimate the variance components? 
(b) What are the characteristics of the estimator? 
The first of these has been studied extensively while comparatively little 
attention has been given the second. This apparent neglect is probably 
due to the dependence of the characteristics on the particular problem 
or model and the complexity of the properties of the estimator. 
The scope of this study will beD in the main, an investigation of 
t he properties of the analysis of variance estimators of the variance 
compenents in the General Balanced Model (Definition lp pg. 5). 
I wish to express m:, appreciation to Dr. F. A. Graybill of the 
Statistical Laboratory and to Dr, O, H, Hamilton of the Mathematics 
Department for their suggestions and helpful criticisms which have 
undoubtedly improved the quality of this paper. I would .further like 
iii 
to express my thanks to Mr. Carl E. Marshall of the Statistical Laboratory 
for numerous valuable suggestions in the preparation of the manuscript. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
There are three basic models which are being used in present 
day statistical methodology. These models are all linear models which 
differ in their mathematical composition. That is, the properties of 
the terms vary from model to model. 
We will refer to Model I as the linear model with only fixed 
effects. For example ~ if we have a set of data classified according 
to two classes of characteristics A and Band if Yij denotes an obser-
vation in the ith A class and jth B class, then Yij =µ+bi + tj + eij 
(i=l,2, ••• n; j=l,2, ••• m) will be of the Model I type provided thatµ 
is a constant common to all observations, bi is a constant common to 
all observations with a first subscript i, tj is a constant common to 
all observations with a second subscript j, and eij is a random variable 
2 
with mean zero and variance a. Similarly, Model III will be the class 
of l i near models with only random effect. That is, in the above example, 
let bi be a random variable from a di stribution with mean zero and 
2 2 
variance ab, let tj be a random variable with mean zero and variance at , 
and letµ and eij remain as in Model I. Model II will be the class of 
models whi ch are combinations of Models I and III. That is, M0del I I 
will be the class of linear models with fixed and random effects. For 
example , let bi be fixed as in Model I, let tj be random as in Model I II , 
and letµ and eij remain as in Model I. 
I n this paper we wi l l i nvestigate the analysis of variance estimators 
of the variance components in several models of the Model III clas~. 
For example, we will investigate the analysis of variance estimates of 
1 
2 
2 2 
cra and crb in the above example under this model. In general, we will 
show that in the balanced models (Definition 1, pg. 5), which includes 
Randomized Blocks, Latin Squares, Split Plots, Graeco-Latin Squares, 
General Factorial arrangements, and other common designs, the best 
(mini mum variance) unbiased quadratic estimates of the variance compo-
nents are gi ven by the analysis of variance procedure. Further it i s 
shown that in the balanced models, if the effects are normally distrib-
uted, the estimates given by the analysis of variance procedure are the 
best (minimum variance) unbiased estimates of the variance components. 
The analysis of variance procedure of estimating variance components is 
to equate the observed and expected mean squares and solve the resulting 
system of equations .for the variance components. 
II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The use of variance components as a method of investigating the 
sources of variation in a measurement was initiated by H. E. Daniels (4) 
in a pa.per read before the Industrial and Agricultural Research Section 
of the Royal Statistical Society, April 29, 1938. Ia this paper, 
Daniels was successful in the estimation of the variance components 
by solving the system of equations formed by equating the observed 
and expected mean squares. Even though the reasoning was apparently 
based on intuition rather than mathematical expectation, it is never-
theless correct. The important result of this paper was that the 
variances of the sources were segregated and subjected to comparative 
study. 
H. E. Daniels' (3) second paper brings forth the basis for variance 
component estimation as we know it today. Indeed, in this paper 
Daniels introduces the ideas of random and fixed effects, discriminates 
between the two with respect te their variance components, and demonstrates 
the use of mathematical expectation in variance component studies. 
Concurrent with these papers, P. L. Hsu (6) presented his paper 
in the Statistical Research Memoirs. His interests were devoted to the 
investigation of the validity of the estimates of the error tenn in a 
linear model. Hsu was sucoeseful in establishing the fact that the 
least squares estimate was also the best (minimum variance) quadratic 
estimate. The fact that this estimate was unbiased followed fran the 
Markoff theorem. 
From 1938 until s. Lee Crum.p's (2) paper in 1946, there were no 
) 
4 
significant developments in the study of variance components although 
there were numerous applications of the analysis of variance method 
of estimation. Grump's paper set forth the basic ideas of variance 
component estimation as a field of study, gave a complete exposition 
of the method, and cited the existing literature. The only short-
coming of the paper was the omission of a discussion of the validity 
of the estimates. 
The next major contribution to this field of study is perhaps 
O. Kempthorne's (7) text. This contribution is primarily the defining 
of the problem and the emphasising of its existance as an unsolved 
problem. 
The most recent contribution in the general problem of investigating 
the validity of the variance component estimates is contained in the 
Doctoral Thesis of F. A. ~raybill (5). In this paper, the variance 
component estimates are shown to be the best (minimum variance) unbiased 
quadratic estimates for the General Nested Model and the General Bal-
anced Cross Classification with normality assumptions. Significant 
contributions are also presented for other models. 
III. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS, 
DEFINITION 1. We will define the general balanced model of 
the Model III type as follows: Let the random variable Yi. . 
11 2· • "1 n 
be given as 
n 
y · · i = ~ .A...1. + e · i i + µ' J.l J.2• • •· n L -1:c k 11 2· • • n k=l 
(3.1) 
where ij = 1,2, ••• nj; j =_1,2, ••• n; µ is a constant; a~d -~~ and 
e. . i are independent random variables with the following properties: 
1 11 2••• n 
(a) E(~~) = o, where E denotes mathematical expectation, 
(k = 1,2, ••• n), 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
Variance (.A.... ) = a2 
-1:cik k 
E(.A...4. ) = µ < co 
-:-.k:1k k4 . . , 
E(e. . . ) = O, 
1 1 J.2 • • • in . . 
Variance (e. i i) = cr2, 
1 1 2·. · -4 - . n E(e. . . ) - µ4< oo, 11J.2··· 1 n 
E(A A ) = S,rn 
rn pm pm' 
r P 
n 
(h) N =- TI nj. 
j=l 
(k = 1,4, ••• n), 
(k = 1,2, ••• n), 
(This will also be tenned the Y model or Y system) 
(3.2) 
DEFINITION 2. We will define an orthogonal transformation U 
from the Y system to a~ system (where one exists) as follows: The 
~ system is given by 
z.ij (3.3) 
5 
6 
where ) U. 'i i i =Ji S,Oilj' L 1 J 1 2·· • n (3.4) i 
n 
... 
In order to condense the notation, write 
Uk" ' = UkJ'i' 
J11···1 n 
= 1 if i=k 
and j=b. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
DEFINITION 3. A best quadratic unbiased estimate of cr~ is & 
quadratic form Qk which satisfies the following: 
(a) E(Qk) = cr~, i.e. Qk is unbiased. 
(b) Variance of Qk is less than or equal to the variance of 
* * Qk' where Qk is any other quadratic form which satisfies (a). 
DEFINITION 4. 'o'~ will be called the analysis of variance 
estimate for cr~. ~ is a quadratic function of the observations. 
DEFINITION 5. 
s ij = o 
km 
= 1 
i' Kronecker S~ 
if ifk 
or jfm 
if i=k 
and j=m. 
DEFINITION 6. i,j = p,q will mean i=p and j=q. i,j f p,q will 
mean the three cases i/p, j=q; i=p, jfq; and ifp, jfq. 
DEFINITION 7. All ranges on summations will be over the complete 
range of the indicated subscript unless otherwise specified. 
IV. FUNDAMENTAL LEMMAS, 
In this section we will establish six fundamental Lemmas 
which will be used in the proof of the main theorem of this thesis 
in Section V. 
LEMMA I. If Z .. , Z , and Z.b are elements of the Z system J.J pq K 
as given by Definition 2, and if they are selected so that 
-'::{, j = p,q I k, b and neither i, j nor k, b equal O,l, then 
where E denotes mathematical expectation. 
PROOF: Consider E(Zij ~b). 
Replacing aij and ~b by the Y set gives 
E(zfj ~b) = E [ ~ uijm Ym~ [~ ukbn Yn]' 
Replacing Y and Y by their values in terms of Ak. , e., andµ 
m n J.k 1 
gives 
. E(z{j Zi..b) = E [ ~ uijm ( ~ Armr + •m + µJ x 
[L ukbn ( L Apn + en + µ >] • 
n P p 
Expanding 4.3 and using L uijm ~ s~r, we have 
m 
7 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
8 
(4.4) 
Expanding 4.4, 
3 E(Zij zkb) = sl + S2, (4. 5) 
where 
81 = E [L L uijm Arm.r+ L uijm em]3 [L L ukbn Apn J 
m r m n p P 
(4.6) 
and 
Expanding the cubic term of 4.6, we have 
81 = E [L L uijm Arnir]3 [L L ukbn Apn J 
m r n p P 
+ 3E [~ ~ Uijm A,,.ry [ ~ uijs •s][~ ~ ukbn Apnp] 
+ JE rL L uijm Armr] [L uijs esJ [L L ukbn Apn J 
L. m r s n p P 
+E [ ~ Uijm •mJ [ ~ I; Ukbn Arnr] • (4.8) 
Consider the second term in the expansion 4.8. In view of the 
i ndependence of A and e and the fact that E(e) = O, we have 
· rn m m 
r 
3E [~ ~ Uijm Annr]2 [~ Uijs •s] ~ ~ Ukbn Apnp] 
= 3E [~ ~ u. . A J2 [~ ~ ukb A J ~ u. . E(e ) 
.£__ .L.._ 1Jm rm L__ .,L__ n pn .L__ iJs s 
. r P 
m r n p s 
== O. (4.9) 
9 
Consider the fourth term in the expansion 4.8. In view of the 
independence of A and e and the fact that E(A ) = O, we have 
rn m rn 
r r 
E [ ~ Uijm •mJ [ ~ ~ ukbn Arnr] 
Further, using the independence of em and Arn' the third term of the 
r 
expansion 4.8 becomes 
~ Uijm Ukbm = o for i,j f k, b. 
m 
Then we have 
since 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
Expanding the cubic term of 4.12 over rand reducing as above gives 
(4.13) 
Expanding the cubic term of 4.13, we have 
10 
[L L ukbn Apn J · 
P n p 
(4.14) 
Distributing the expected value in 4.14 and using the independence 
of A , we have 
rnr 
sl = L L uf jm ukbm E(A~ ) + 3 L L L ~jm uijs ukbs x 
r m - r r m s 
m/s 
E(A~) E(A!s ). 
r r 
(4.15) 
4 2 2 Using E(Annr) = µr4 and E(Annr) = ar, we have 
sl = ::z=· L uf jm ukbm µ r4 + 3 L L L ~jm ~ijs ukbs a; 
r m r m s 
mfs 
Adding and subtracting 
3 L cr; L tlijm ukbm' 
r m 
we have 
Consider J =LL ~-j~ Uijs Ukbs" 
m s 
Then J = O, 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
since L uijs ukbs = O. · 
s 
Hence 
11 
(4.20) 
Consider now 4.7. Expanding the cubic term, we have 
S2 = E [ ~ ~ trijm Annr~ [~ Ukbn •n] 
+ 3E [ ~ ~ uijm AnnrJ [ I; uijs "•] ~ ukbn •n] 
+ 3E [ ~ ~ uijm A=r] [ L. Uijs •sJ [ ~ ukbn •n] 
+ E [ ~ Uijm •mJ [ ~ ukbn •n]. (4,21) 
Consider the first term of the expansion 4.21. Since Armr and 
e are independent and since E(e) = O, we have 
n n 
(4.22) 
Consider the second term of the expansion 4.21. Since A and 
rmr 
er are independent, and since E(e!) = cr2- and L Uijm Ukbn = O, we 
have m 
3E [~ ~ Uijm Annrr [ I; Uijs "•] [ ~ ~bn •n] 
12 
= o. (4.23) 
I 
Consider the third tenn of the expansion 4.21. Since Annr and 
e are independent,and since E(A ) = O, we have 
r rm 
r 
3E [~I; Uijm Aim8 [ ~ uijs ··l[ ~ Ukbn •n] 
= 3 ~ ~ uijm E(A""r) E [ ~ Uijs • 8r [ ~ Ukbn •n] 
= o. 
Hence 
S2 = E [ ~ Uijm •m J [ ~ ukbn 6 n J · 
Expanding the cubic term of 4.25, we have 
S2 = E [L ufjm e; + 3 LL ~jm uijs e; es 
m m s 
m/s 
Using the independence of e and E(e) = O, we have 
m m 
Taking the expected values, 
m m s 
mis 
Adding and subtracting Jcr4 L ufjm Ukbm' we have 
m 
·...; · 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
(4.28) 
s2 = (µ4-3cr4) 7 u~ . u.kb + 3cr4 t t rf.. u. . u.k· b • L__ iJm m .t__ ..L._ iJm 1JS s 
m 
But L uijs ukbs = o, since i,j r k,b. 
s 
Hence 
Therefore 
E(zfj zkb) = sl + s2 
m s 
13 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
(4.31) 
LEMMA II. If Zij' Zpq' Zkb are elements of the Z system, as 
given by Definition 2, and if they are selected so that i,j f p,q f k,b, 
and neither i,j; p,q; nor k,b equal O,l; then 
PROOF: Consider E(zfj Zpq Zkb). Replacing Zij' Zpq' and Zkb by 
the Y set gives 
E(Z~j zpq zkb) = E [<~ uijm Ym)2 (~ upqn Yn) (~ ukbs Y•)] ' 
(4.33) 
and replacing Ym, Yn' and Ys by their values in terms of Akik' ei, 
andµ, we have 
E(Z~, z zkb) ¥E [Lu .. <LA + e + µ)]2 x iJ pq m 1Jm r rmr m 
14 
[L upqn <L A~n +en+µ)] [L u~bs <L Avs +es+µ)]· 
n t t S V V . 
(4.34) 
.. - . ij 
. Using L uijr - /1i sol' we have 
r 
[L L upqn A~nt + L upqn en] [L L ukbs Avsv + L ukbs eJ • 
. n t n s v s J 
(4.35) 
Squaring, expanding, and using the independence of A and e in 4.35, 
rsr s 
we have 
2 . 
E(z1 j zpq zkb) = 11 + 12 + 213 + 214 + 15 + 16, (4.36) 
where 
' Li = E [~ ~ Uijm A,,.rr [ ~ ~ Upqn Jl~J X 
[L L ukbs Avs ] ' (4.37) 
V S V 
L2 = E [~I; Uijm A,,.rJ [ z; Upqn •n] [ ~ Ukba e•] , (4,38) 
[~ Ukba e•], (4.39) 
14 = E [L L uijm Armr] [L Uijt et] [L L Ukbs Avsv] x 
· r m t· v s 
15 
[~ uwn •nl (4.40) 
L5 = E [ ~ Uijm •~ [~ ~ uwn Amr] [ ~ ~ ukbs Avsvl 
·and 
Consider equation 4.37,. Expanding, we have 
Using the independence of Arm ~d E(Arm) = O,we may write 11 in the 
r r 
form 
11 = E [L L L L ~jm ukbt upqt A!n A!t J 
" t r s r m s 
r;mrs,t ' 
Forming the expected values, we have 
11 =LL LL ~jm ukbt upqt cr; cr; 
r m s t 
r,m;h,t 
+"""~tf.. u u µ 
..{_ L J.Jm kbm pqm r4 
m r 
+~~~~u u u u cr2 cr2 LL LL ijm ijt kbt pqm r s 
r m s t 
r,m;is,t 
+LL LL uijm uijt ukbm upqt cr; cr;. 
r m s t 
r,m;is,t 
Adding and subtracting 
gives 
Ll = ~ (µ 4 - .30-4) ~ tf.. Ukb U L_, r r L. J.JS s pqs 
r s 
2 2 
O" (J 
r s 
+ ""° 7 ""° ~ u. . u. jt ukbt u cl cr2 
· L L L L iJm i . pqm r s 
r m s t 
Now the last three terms of 11 vanish if we sum on t since 
16 
(4.45) 
(4.46) 
(4.47) 
Hence 
r s 
Consider equation 4.38. 
17 
(4.48) 
In view of' the indepenclence of' e a.nd 
n 
Arm , we have 
r 
~ = E [ ~ ~ uijm AnnrJ 
In view of the independence of' en, we have on expanding the last two 
products of' 4.49, 
Taking expected values on the last sum of 4.50, we have 
since L Upqn. Ukbn = 0. . 
n 
(4.50) 
(4.51) 
Consider !quation 4.39. In view of the independence of Arm and 
r . 
L3 = E[L L uijm Armr] [L L Upqn Avnv] E [I: uijt et] x 
r m v n · t 
I [ ~ llicbs e8] , (4,52) 
Expa.ndiri'g the last two products in. 4. 52 and using the independence 
Taking expected values on the last sum in 4.53, we have 
_,_ 
= o, 
since L uijm Ukbm = 0. 
m 
18 
(4.54) 
Consider equation 4.40. In view of the independence of Arm and 
r 
L4 = E [I;~ uij~ A~] [I;~~. Avsv]x 
E [ ~ uijt •t] [ ~ 0wn •n]- (4.55) 
Expanding: the last two products of 4.55 and using the independence 
of em' we have 
Taking expected values on the last sum of 4.56, we have 
= o, (4.57) 
since~ Uij U = o. L m pqm 
m 
Consider equation 4.41. In view of the independence of em and 
19 
(4.58) 
Expanding the last two products or 4.58 and using the independence or 
(4.59) 
Taking expected values on the last sum of 4.59, we have 
(4.60) 
-since ~ u Ukb = O. L. pqn n 
n 
Consider equation 4.42. Expanding the square term., we have 
(4.61) 
Distributing the expected valu~s in 4.61, we mve 
16 = E [ I; °ijm •: J [ ~ uwn •n] [~ ukbs •.] 
+ E [~ ~ uijm uiJt •m •t] [~ uwn •n] [~ ukbs ··] • 
znrt (4.62) 
Expanding the products in 4.62 and .using the independence or em, we 
have 
16 = E [ ~ ~jm upqm ukhn •!] 
• E [~ ~ ~jm uwn ~bn •! •!] 
mm 
• E [~ ~ uijm uijn upqm ukbn •! •!] 
m;'n 
+ E [~ ~ U U U U e2 e2J ijm ijn pqn kbm m n • 
mrn 
Ta.king expected values in 4.63,gives 
16 = µ 4 L ~jm upqm ukbm + 0'4 [L L ~jm upqn ukbn 
m · m n 
Adding and subtracting 
3a4 L ~jm Upqm Ukbm' we have 
m 
m;'n· 
20 
(4.63) 
16 = (µ4_3cr) ~ ~i" u ukbm+ (14 [~ ~ ~. u ukb L Jm pqm .· ... ·. L L J.Jm pqn n 
m m n 
+LL uijm uijn upqm ukbn +LL uijm uijn upqn ukbm] • 
m n m n 
(4.65) 
The terms in brackets vanish since 
Hence 
16 = (µ4 - 3cr4) L ufjm upqm ukbm. 
m 
Therefore 
+ (µ4~.3<,.4)] ~ u~. u ukb .. ' L J.Jm pqm m 
m (4.66) 
and the Lemma is proved. 
LEMMA III. If the orthogonal transformation of Definition 2 is 
such that the L Z~j is the reduction sum of squares due to Ain. in 
. J. 
. J 
an analysis of variance table of a balanc~d model, then~ lf..k = C., L iJ i 
j 
where C. is a constant changing only with i. J. 
PROOF: Consider the subset of the transformation set given by 
= 
Z,. 
ini 
where 
uill u112 
ui.21 u12.2 
u. 1 u. 2 in. in. i J. 
yl 
y2 
• 
y 
m 
= 
. 
uilm yl 
ui2m Y2 
(4.67) 
• u in1m Ym 
ylll 
. . . 1 
ylll 
. 2 
22 
or more briefly, Z = UY. Then 
I I 
Z Z = (UY) (mi;) 
i ,f 
= y u u y (4.68) 
or 
Z::z~j = [Y1 ... Ym] Z::~jl 
z::uijl uij2 z::ufj2 y2 
... 
• 
... 
• 0 • z::u~jm y m 
(All summations being over j = 1 to j = ni). (4.69) 
In view of the symmetry of the analysis of variance sum of squares in 
the balanced models, the quadratic form on the right of 4.69 must be 
symmetric in the Yf 1s. Hence 
ni ni 
~ tf.i "k = ~ lf. · = C • 9 L J L 1Jp 1 j=l j=l 
thus proving the Lemma. 
LEMMA IV. If the z1j are the elements of the Z system as given 
by Definition 2, then 
E(Z~ .· z2 ) = "'. tf.. u2· [~ (µ .4 ... 3cr4 ) + (µ4 - 3cr4)] 1J pq L 1Jm pqm L · r r 
m r 
23 
where f does not depend on i, j, p, or q. 
PROQFg Consider E(Z~. z2 ) Replacing Z, .. and Z by the Y set 1J pq • J.J pq 
gives 
E (Z~ • z2 ) = E [~ U. . Y 1 [~ U Y ] 2 • 1J pq J.Jm m ;:;:__ pqn n 
m n 
(4.71) 
Replacing Ym and Yn by their values in terms of Akikj ep and µ, we 
have 
E(Z~. z2 ) = E [~ U, . ( ~ A + em + µ )]2 x 1J pq ,L__ 1Jm ,L__ X'filr 
m r 
[ ~ U ( ~ At . + e + µ )]2 • L._pqnL.,_nt n · 
n t 
Expanding 4.72 and using the independence of Ann and em, we have 
r 
E(zfj z!q) = E [L L uijm A,,.r]2 [L L upqn Atnt]2 
m r n t 
+ E [~I; Uijm A,,.rJ [ ~ upqn •nJ 
+ 211 E [~I; Uijm Amrr [ ~ ~ Upqn Atnt] /N sri 
+ 4E [L L ·uijm Armr L uijk 9 k] x 
m r k 
24 
+ E [ ~ Uijm'•mr [ ~ ~ Upqn Atntr 
+ E [ ~ uijm •mJ [~ upqn •nJ ~ µ2 E [ ~ uijm •mJ N sbf 
+ 2 µ E [ ~ Uijm •mr [~:D,~n •n] ji s: 
+ 2 µ E [ ~ uijm •m] µ; upqn •nJ /i sM_ 
.+ µ2 E [~ ~ U A ,.:-, ] 2 N Sij 
LL pqn tnt 01 
t n 
or denoting the ith term of 4o73 by Ii 
2 2 . , 
E(Zij Zpq) = I1 + I2 + ooo + 1160 
Consider 11 • Expanding and using the ·· independence of AX'!ll , 
·. r 
we have 
(4.73) 
(4.74) 
25 
[~~if A2 + ~ ~ ~·7 U A U A J L L.. pqn tnt L L L L pqn tnt pqs vsv 
n t n t s v 
n,t/s,v · 
[L. L L' L upqn Atnt upqs Avs,,..J. • · 
n t S V 
n,trs,v 
Taking expected values, we .hav-e · 
11 = ~ ~ tf... u2 (µ 4-3cr4) + 2 [7' cr2]2 sij + [~ cr2]2 L L 1Jm pqm r · r L r pq L r 
m r . r r 
(4 .. 75) 
Consider 12 • Expanding and using·. the independence of Armr and 
es, we have 
I2 = ~ ~ tf.i . 0'2 7 u2 0'2 = cr2 ~ <i • , ~ L:.._ Jm r .L'.._. pqn L:.._ r (4 .. 76) 
m r n r 
Consider 13 0 Expanding and using the independence of Armr' we 
have 
(4o77) 
m r r 
Consider r4. Expanding and using the independence of A:rmr' we 
have 
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14 = 2µ ./N sP0~ ~ ~ i. U µ J. 
· :.i. LL 1Jm pqm r (4.78) 
m r 
Consider 15• Expanding and using the independence of Annr and 
es' we have 
have 
have 
have 
(4.79) 
Consider 16• Expanding and using the independence of A , we 
. nnr 
(4.80) 
Consider 17• Expanding and using the independence of es' we 
(4.81) 
Consider 18• · Expanding and using the independence of Arm, we 
r 
18 = 2 µfi s10J ~ ~ U.. u2 µ -:i• 
:.i.. L L 1Jm pqm r..., 
m r 
Consider 19• 
Arm , we have 
Expanding and using the independence of e and 
m 
r 
(4.83) 
Consider 110• Expanding and using the independence of es~ we 
have 
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u- e + . U U e e [ ~ 2 . .] ~ pqn n i. pqn pqs n s • 
. ... . -
Taking expected values, we have 
have 
have 
have 
have 
have 
I · 7 -2 -2 (µ 3 4) + 2sij 1. + a4 10 = L rrijm rrpqm 4 - a pq ~ • (4.84) 
m 
Consider r11• Expanding and using the independence of e, we s 
I - µ2 2 N. sPCl ~ _2 - µ2 2 N spq 11 - a '01 L rrijm - cr 01° 
m 
Consider r12• Expanding and using the independence of es, we 
112 = 2µ L ~jm upqm µ3 /N 8~i · 
m 
Consider r13 • Expanding and using the independence of e ~ we s 
113 = 2µ )_ uijm u2pqm µ3 IN s~i · 
m 
Consider r14• Expanding and using the independence of At ~ we nt 
_ 2 ~ ~ _2 2 _ 2 ~ 2 ij 
114 - µ L L rrpqn at - µ L at N 8oi· (4.88) 
t n t 
Consider r15• Expanding and using the independence of e, we n 
. _ . 2 ij ~ _ _2 2 _ .• 2 2 . ij 
I15 - µ N sol L upqn a - µ a N sol. (4 .. 89) 
n 
Combining these results, we have 
E(Z~. z.~ ) = ~ ~ if.. u2 (µ 4-.30-4)+1~. a2]2 sij+ [~ a2]2. 1J pq L L iJm pqm r: r L r pq L r 
m r r r 
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· + 2 ~ 2 + µ2 N sM ~ 2 + 2µ r.:;N spq ~ µ · ~ -2 u·· · 
" L "r '01 L "r v J.'l 01 L r3 L uijm pqm 
r r r m 
. . . . . - . 
+ 4"2 sij ~ a2 + ~2 NSij 8w 8ij ~ cr2 + ~2 8ij "2 N 8ij 8pq pq L..... r 01 01 pq .L._ r pq 01 01 
r r 
+ 2µ [<µ3 + ~ µ 3) , (~i. u 'N spqo1 + u. . u2 /ii soih] L r L Jm pqm ./ 1'1 iJm pqm :.i.. 
r m 
+ ~ij [, 112 2 TIT 8ij sP. q + ,-2 ~+ ..... 2+4µ2 Noij 8pq ~ 2 i.:.lpq '+'"' cr u 01 01 <+V L '"'r w'Ol 01 L crr 
r r 
+ 2(~ c})2 + 2:14] + µ2 N sM. ~ e12 + µ2 N sij /-L r 01 L r 01 
r r 
+ N µ2 8ij ~+ 2+µ.2NSpq + µ4 N2 Qij 0 ~ + f Ol L O't '01 li2•01 ~01 ' 
t 
where f does not depend on i, j, p, or q. Thus proving the LellllllliL. 
LEMV.lA V. If Zij, Zpq' Zkb are elements of the Z system, as 
given by Definition 2, and if they are selected so that i,j f k,bi 
p,q f k,b; and k,b = O,l; then 
E (Z~j Zpq ZOl) = [ ~ (µ r3 + µ3) J I; lJijm Upqm µ/ii 
+ [ ~ (µr4 - cr;) + (µ4 - 3.fJ] ~ lJijm Upqm UOJ.m' 
PROOF: Consider E(Zij Zpq z01). Replacing Zij' Zpq' and z01 
by the Y set, gives 
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E(z2.. z; z;0:i ) J.J pq :.i. = E [I; Uijm YmJ [~ Upqn Yn][~ UOlo Y5] • 
(4.91) 
Replacing Ym' Yn' and Ys by their values in terms of J\ik' ei, and 
µ, we have 
E(:i.~j z.pq "oJ.) = E [ ~ • uijm (~ Arm,. + •m + µ) J x
[L Upqn <L Arn + en + µ)] [L UOls (L Arsr + es + µ)] · 
n r r s r 
Using ) Uijr = VN S~i, we have 
r 
E(Z.~. Z z01 ) = E [L. L U. j A, +LU.. e ] 2 x J.J pq . m r J. m rmr m J.Jm m 
(4.92) 
[L Lupqn Atnt+ Lupqn en] [L Luols Avsv+ Luols es+/N µ]· 
n t n s v s 
(4.9.3) 
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Expanding 4.92, using the independence or Arsr and ej, and 3.2 (a.) and 
(d), we have 
(4.94) 
Using the same arguments on the second term or 4.94 as was used on 4.4 
and 4.35, we have 
(4.95) 
·,..-.._ 
Thus proving the Lemma. 
LEMMA VI. If' z1j are the elements or t® Z system as given by 
Definition2 and if g and h kb a.re arbitrary constants having the p pq 
restrictions that L hpqpq = O; h0101 = O; q = 1,2, ••• np; p = 1 92, ••• n; 
q 
b = 1,2, ••• llic; and'·:«:= 1,2, ... n; then 
I = t !: t tr! :1 \,q~b E(~j ZW Zicb) 
i=l j=l p=O q=l k=O b=l ni 
= 0 
PROOF: Consider 
n ni n ~n ~ 2 
1 = L. L L L L L :i hpq,kb E(Zij zpq zkb) • 
i=l j=l p=O q=l k=O b=l:ni 
By Lemma I 
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E(zfj zpq zkb) = [L (µr4-3a!) + (µ~-;~4)] L ~;~ upqm u~bmj 
r m . 
. . 
if i,j = p,q f k,b. 
By Lemma II 
if i,j f p,q f k,b. 
By Lemiila IV 
+ 31j [JJ12 a2 N 81j 8pq + 4a2 ~ a2 · + ~2 N 81j 8pq ~ a2 pq 01 01 L.... r 01 01 L:..... r 
r r 
+ 2( L a;>2 + 2a4] + µ2 N(S~i + ~) (cl- +La!> 
r t 
4 2 ij pq 
+ µ N s01 a01 + f, where f does not depend on i, j, p, or q. 
By Lemma V 
if i,j f 0,1 and p,q f 0,1. 
Hence we may write 
32 
[ 2µ .fo (µ3 + L µr3) L ~jm upqm 5~i + µ~ {S~) (a2 
r m 
n n 
+ ti:t t ~ hpqOl [L µr3 + 113] L ~jm Upqm µ..fi • 
i=l j=l p=l q=l i r m 
(4.96) 
or I = J1 + J2 +· Jj°• 
Consider J1 • Summing on j, u.sing Lemma III, ~ U U = skb L pqm kbm pq' 
and the hypothesis, we have m 
= 0 . (4.97) 
Consider J2 • Swnndng on j, using Lemma III, u011 = 1/ /N, 
L Upqm = /i s~t, and the hypothesi~, we have 
tn 
= o. 
Consider J3• 
we have 
= o. 
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(4.98) 
Summing on j, using Lemma III, and L Upq,m = /i s~, 
m 
(4.99) 
Hence I= o, and the Lemma is proved. 
V. QUADRATIC ESTIMATORS OF THE VARIANCE COMPONENTS 
COMPONENTS IN THE BALANCED MODELS. This section is devoted 
to the proof of the main theorem on the quadratic estimators of 
variance components in the balanced models. 
THEOREM I. Let z01 be distributed as f(z01 ) with meanµ and 
variance cr20, let Z. • be distributed as f ( z ... ) with mean zero and 1J 1J n 
variance cr~ (j = 1,2, ••• n.; i = o, 1, 2, ••• n) (cr20 = ~ d. cr~), and 1 1 L 1 1 
i=l 
let Z'.ij be the transformed orthogonal uncorrelated variates from a 
balanced model with finite fourth moments. 
The best (minimum variance) unbiased homogeneous quadratic 
. n 2 
estimator of L = ~ g. cr., where the g. are constants independent ~ 1 J. 1 
i=l 
of the cr2i, µ, and Z .. , is given by 
J.J 
n. 2 
, n ~2 ~2 1 Z •• 
M = L gi cri' where cri = L J.J. • 
i=l j=l ni 
PROOF: The general homogeneous quadratic estimator of L has 
the form 
n. 2 
n 1 z . 
M = L L gi 11 + L L" L L hpqkb ~\:q zkb' 
i=l j=l ni p q k b 
(5.1) 
where hpqkb are arbitrary constants independent ofµ and cr~. Since 
Mis unbiased, its mathematical expectation is L. That is, using 
the properi;ies tha~ 
( ) _ ij 2 ( 2) 2 2 E zij ~b - Skb cri and E ZOl = µ + crO, (5.2) 
we have 
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. n. 2- . . .. 
E(M) • E ft 't gi :ll .+ L :z=·:z= L hpqkb z;pq z~b] Lf =1 j =1 ni p q k b _ 
n 2 ·, 2 · 2 2 
= L gi O'i +LL hpqpq O'p + ho101 (µ + O'a), (5.3) 
i=l p q 
or 
n 2 2 22 n 2 
, + ~ , h + h (µ· + .... 0 ) , L gi O'i LL pqpq O'p 0101 v = L gi O'i" 
i=l p q i=l (5.4) 
Hence, equating coefficients 
LL hpqpq a!~ 0 and h0101 = o, 
p q 
and since a2 r o, it follows that p 
~h . = 0 L pqpq • 
q 
Consider now the variance of M, denoted V(M), 
V(M) = v [L L gi :L, + L hpqkb zpq Zicb] ' 
i j ni R0 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
where the summation index R0 indicates j = 1,2, ••• ni; i = 0,1,2, ••• n; 
b = 1,2, ••• 1,c; k = 0,1,2, ••• n; q = 1,2, ••• np; and p = 0,1,2, ••• n; 
n0 = 1. Expanding 5.7, we have 
V(M) = v [~ L gi ~] + v [L hpqkb Z:pq zkb] 
i j i R0 .· 
+ 2 Covariance [L L gi at~j; L_ hpqkb z;pq Zkb]· (5.8) 
i j ni R0 
Consider 1/2 the last term of 5.8, equal to I, say. Then 
or 
Since· the Z .. are uncorrelated, we have J.J 
Expanding 5.10 and using 5.11, we have 
or distributing the expected value, 
36 
(Soll) 
(5.13) 
Since the Zij are transformed orthogonal variates from a balanced 
model, Lemma VI applies to 5.13 giving 
I = O. (5.14) 
Then we have 
( 5.15) 
Both terms on the right of 5.15 ate postive, the first is independent 
of hpqkb' and since 
V(M) will be a minimwn when 
That is, when h kb= 0 'for all p, q, k, b. pq. 
(5.16) 
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Therefore the best unbiased quadratic estimate in the balanced model 
is 
( 5.17) 
VI. BALANCED MODELS 
In this section we will discuss several models which are 
balanced and will prove that some of them s~tisf,y the hypothesis of 
Theorem I or Section V. The method or proof is general and the 
extension to other oases, though algebraically tedious, is obviouso 
RANDOMIZED BLOCK DESIGN. This model is usually given in the 
fonp. Y:i_j = µ + , 1 + ~j + eij 
where 
µ is a fixed constant; 
a1 are independent random variables with mean zero and 
variance ,s2; 
a 
bj are independent random variables with mean zero and 
2 
variance ab; 
) . 
eij are inde.pendent random variables with mean zero and 
. 2 
variance a. 
THEOREM I. There exists an orthogonal transformation J = AZ; 
such that the Z system $&tisfies the hypothesis of Theorem I of 
Section V for the Randomized Block Design. That is, there exists an 
orthogonal transfomation Y = AZ such that the z1j have the following 
properties: 
(1) E(Zij) = O, 
(2) E(z01 ) = /~n2 µ,, 
(3) 
(4) 
:' if i r o and j :/ 1 
if m,n r i,j, and 
38 
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L y:j = L [<Yij~Yi.-Y.tY •• ) + (Yi.-Y • .> + (Y.j-Y • ..> + Y •• J, 
i,j i,j ·. -
where the dots.:Ltidicate averages over the indicated subscripts. 
Expanding 6.2, we have 
since the crossprocilU;e\s sum to zero. 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
The quad:rtitic form OD the left has rank Din2 since it can be 
written as Y 1 IY, where f1,;).s a oolwnn matrix with n1n2 elements and 
I is a Din2 by n1n2 :ldentity.matrix. The ranks of the quadratic forms 
on the right are less than o~ equal to (n1-l)(n2-l), (Di-1), (~-1), 
and l respectively:8:i~ce there are~+ m.2 -1 linear restrictions 
on the first term, 1 on the second, 1 on the third, and none on the 
fourth (1).. F'U.r1itter, since the rank of a sum is less than or equal to 
the sum of the ranks, 
n1n2 .:c: (n1-l) (n2-l) +. (n1-l) + (n2-l) + 1. (6.4) 
But, 6.4 is impossible ~cept with the equality holding. Therefore, 
th~{r~nks of the terms on the right are (n1-J.)(n2-l), (n1-l), (n2-l), 
and 1 respectively. 
By C echran' s Theorem (l) , we lave .. the exi111tence of ap orthogonal 
transformation; say Y = AZ, which it' ~pplied to 6.3 gives 
·; •. ~n1-l)(n2-l) ~-1 n2-1 . LL Y:j ~--L z2 -: +· .. L zfk + L zik + z~, (6.5) 
i j . k=l ,Jk · k=l k=L, 
where 
L zfk = L n1 (Y.j - Y •• )2, and 
k j 
2 2 
ZOl = nln2 Y •• • 
We will new establish the properties of this transformation. 
Since the transformation is orthogonal 
I 
A A = I. 
Using the notation of Definition 2, we have 
and 
Yij = L L upqij zpq 
p q 
40 
zij = LL uijpq Ypq (6.,9) 
p q 
in view of the orthogonality. Further 
~ ~ u u = s~j (6 .. 10) L L ijqr knqr ltll 
q r 
and 
~ ~ Uq...,.;J• U = Sij LL L... qrkn kn" 
q r 
Since 
2 2 z01 = n n Y 1 2 ... 
we have 
Suostituting 6.13 in 6.10 gives 
. . . ~' ij LL uijqr - 801 /r1in2 • 
q r 
Consider the third equation of 60 6 · 
• L [ ~iiI1J _[ ~ ~ yijJ 
j ni r1in2 
·, 
LY1j + LL LLY13 ymn 
- i,j i j m n 
i,jz'm,n 
By 60 9 we get 
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(6.13) 
(6.14) 
• 
= L LL ~kpq y:q + L L LL L ulkpq ulkrs ypq yrs • 
k q' p k p q r s 
p,q;lr,s (6.16) 
Equating coefficients of similar terms in 6.15 and 6.16, we have 
for Yij Ypq if i = p and j = q, (6.17) 
n -l ---- . 
~ u1k u1k = _g__ for Y Y j if pfr, j=q, L pq rq n1n2 pq r 
k 
(6.18) 
and 
~ U U = :-..L for Y Y if either p=r, qrs, or L lkpq lkrs n1n2 pq rs' 
k 
pfr, and qrs. 
Summing 6.19 overs and adding to 6.18 gives 
LL ulkpq ulkrs = 0• 
k s 
(6.19) 
(6.20) 
Summing 6.20 over q and letting r=p (letting r=p is justified below 
since Ulkpq is proven to be equal to Ulkrq), we have 
and 
LL L ulkpq ulkps = L [L ulkpsJ = 0 
k s q k s 
L Ulkps = 0 for all p and k. 
s 
Consider 6.17 and 6.18. We may write 
j~rl.: "'rl.: -~u u 
-L lkrq L lkpq - L lkpq lkrq • 
k k k 
This is the equality case of the Cauchy Schwartz inequality. 
Squaring and summing over k and using 6.18 
or 
(6.21) 
(6.22) 
(6.23) 
Hence 
(6.24) 
Therefor, C = 1 and 
u . = u lkpq lkrq • 
By 6.10, we have 
Similarly, 
yields 
. ~ r,;-1 L 2kpq = nn' k 1 2 
n..-1 
,u u =..:L-~ 2kpq 2kpr r,;n2' 
k 
~ U - 0. L 2kps - ' 
p 
U = U and 2kpq 2kpr' 
Consider 
pfr, pq;lrs, 
L z;k =LL (Yij - Yi. - y .j + y •• >2 
k i j . 
• [~ ~ yf j - °i ~ ( J -[ ~ n2 Y~. - °i n2 Y~. J 
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(6.26) 
(6.27) 
(6.28) 
(6.29) 
(6 • .30) 
(6 • .31) 
(6 • .32) 
(6 • .3.3) 
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- [ ~ ~ ~j - ":l."2 ~.] 
·. LL y~j + L LL L yij ynm . 
· 2 i j i j nm 
.. =:LL ~ij - _ _ i •• 1tn,m 
·· i j lli.n2 
[ . -2 2] [ 2 2 J - :z:; "2 Yi. - ":I. "2 Y., - ~ ":I. Y. J - ":I. "2 Y.. • < 6.34) 
By 6.9 we get 
i: ~~k = L [L L u3kpq ypqr 
n - k p q 
+LL LL L u.3kpq u3krs Ypq Yrs,• <60.35) 
k p · q, r s 
p,qrr,s 
Equating coefficients of 6.34 and 6.35, we have 
L u.3kpq u.3krs = ~ ~ 
k 
if q;i!s, 
if pfr, and 
if pfr, qrs. (6 • .39)_ 
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Consider 
1 = L. [L u3krsJ =LL u;krs + ~ ~ L u3krs u3krt 0 
k s k s k s t 
srt (6.40) 
Using equations 6.36 and 6.37 
Hence 
L UJkrs = 0 for all rand ko 
s 
Consider 
' 
J = L [L u3ksrJ = L .L u;ksr +LL L u3ksr u3ktr 0 
k s k . s k s t 
sit (6.42) 
Using·equations 6.36 and 6.38 
Hence 
~ U - 0 for aJ.l rand k. L 3ksr - (6.43) 
s 
We will now prove the set of equations 6.1 hold. 
Considering E(Zij) and using 6.9 and 6.14 9 we have 
E(Z.,, , ) = E [~ ~ U, , Y ] 1J .t:__ ,L:__ 1Jpq pq 
p q 
- i j r.::-::;--
- µ s01 V' n1 n2 o 
Thus proving (1) and (2) of 6.1. 
46 
Consider 
E (Z.o o Z ) = E [' ~ U o o Y ~ ~ U Y J 1J mn LL 1.Jpq pq L_ L mnrs rs 
p q r s 
(6046) 
Hence 
or 
+ (J Uo o U + CJ' Uo o U o 2 LLL.. 2 LL b 1.JpS mnrs ~ 1Jpq m:npq 
P r s P q (6a48) 
We will now consider the various cases 
E(Z Z ) = 0 01 mn ° 
~·~ 1t - n 'It 
,.L__ ..{__ lkps - l ~ lkps 
p s s 
(6.50) 
and we have 
= nf L ~kps 
s 
= nlo 
E(Z · Z ) = 0 lk nm • 
By 6.10 and 6032 
~~Tl ""n ~~ L~ L 2kps 2 L 2kps 
p s p 
and we haye 
~ n22 ~ i2, L KpS 
p 
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(6.52) 
(8) If i,j = 3,k and m,n = 39 j; we have by 6010, 6014, 6.41.i> and 
Therefore properties (1), (2), (3) 9 and (4) of 601 are satisfied 
and the theorem is proved. 
GENERAL CROSS CLASSIFICATION WITH NO INTERACTION. This model is 
usually given in the form 
0 0 O 
where 
0 0 0 
i = li>2, ••• n, n n 
µ is a constant; 
Aic· are independent random variables with means zero and 
1k 2 
variances (jk (k = ll)2l)ooon), 
e. . i are independent random variables with mean zero 
i112··· n 2 
and variance cr. 
COROLLARY. There exist an orthogonal transformation Y = AZ 
such that the Z system satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem I of 
Section V for the General Cross Classification With No Interaction. 
PROOF: The proof will not be given since it is an obvious 
generalization of Theorem I of this section. 
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GENERAL GROSS CLASSIFICATION WITH INTERACTIONo This model is 
usually given in the form 
+ ••• + 
where µ is a fixed constant, 
A., and all interactions are independent random variables, 
Jl.j 
E(A .. ) = O, 
J1j 
e. . . are independent random variables 9 il 12 • • .1.n 
THEOREM II. There exists an orthogonal transformation Y = AZ, 
such that the Z system satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem I of 
Section V for the General Cross Classi.fi.cation Model with Interaction. 
That isy there exists an orthogonal transformation such that the 
Z .. have the following propertiesi l.J 
(1) E(Zij) = jn1n2 •• onn µ S~i~ 
(2) E(Z .. Z ) = cr~ Sij, 
:LJ nm. i mn 
(3) ~ zfj is a reduction sum of squares due to the interaction 
j 
(A. A .••• A.) in the analysis of variance table, and 
J1 J2 JP 
(4) the sum of squares in the analysis of variance table are 
symmetric in the i: . 1, • 11J.2ooo n 
The existence of a transformation satisfying (1) 1 (2~ and (3) 
above is well known and an existence proof ~ill not be given here. 
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This proof can be established in the same manner as the proof of Theorem I 
of this section. 
The property that must be demonstrated is the symmetry property. 
This symmetry follows immediately from the well known fact that any 
reduction sum of squares in the General Grosa Classification can be 
expressed as a linear combination of terms each of which is symmetric 
in.the Y~. . and the additive properties of symmetric quadratic 
J.11 2 • • 0 1 n 
forms. This synnnetry property is demonstrated by noting that the 
reduction sum of squares due to the interaction of A., A. , 
J1 J2 
n. n. • •• nj 
J1 J2 p ~ 2 
0 O O' and 
.') y . . . 
n. n2 ooolln £__ oool.j ••• i ..... :i. 000 
k . • 1 J2 J J. •••• i. p 
J1 JP 
(6.59) 
where the dots in the subscript indicate totals over the indicated 
subscripts. From equation 6.59 9 we see that the coefficient of 
Y~. . is 
1 11 2 ° • 0 1 n 
••• 
i 2 i ••o, and in. Thus the reduction is symmetric in the 
f-? 
We have thus proved the important ;Corollary that: 
COROLLARY. For the General Balanced Cross Classification, the 
best unbiased quadratic estimate of any linear combination of the 
variance components is the same linear combination of the analysis 
of variance estimates of the variance.components. 
OTHER DESIGNS. Theorems similar to I and II are also true for 
(1) Latin Squares 
(2) Graeco-Latin Squares 
(3) Split Plot 
(4) Split ••• Split Plot 
(5) Factorial Arrangements 
All follow the same general argument as Theorems I and II and 
will not be given here. 
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VII. BALANCED MODELS WITH NORMALITY ASSUMPTIONS 
In this section we will consider the cases of the balanced model 
(1) IL O are normally and independently distributed with means 
--kl.k 
d O 2 zero an variances crkj 
(2) eo o o are normally and independently distributed with 
i.11.2 • o O in 
2 
mean zero and variance cr o 
This being the case~ the balanced designs will admit a Z system 
having the properties~ 
(1) 
(2) 
z01 is normally distributed with mean µ and variance c/ o 
Zoo are normally and independently distributed with means 1J 
d . 2 zero an variance O'.o 
l. 
THEOREl'1 Io Let z01 be distributed normally with meanµ and 
2 
variance cr0 and let Z .. be distributed normally with mean zero and J.J 
2 
variance a. where 
1 
j = 1 9 2 ~ • o o ni 
i = l92~ooom; and 
all Zo. are independent. 1.J 
The best (minimum variance) unbiased estimate of 
m 2 
L =~go cr. + gO µ (g. are known constants) is L 1 1 .· 1. 
i=l 
' . Lm =2 A2 L = g1• cr4 + g Z where cr • 
.& 0 OP 1 
i=l 
n. 
- ,~ 2 I 
- ) z. '/ 0 k-= l.J n. 
j=1 I 1. 
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PROOF; The joint density of the Zij is 
N+l 
~ n -n. 
= (_L/ _L Tf cr J. 
217 cro h (7ol) 
i=l 
(7.2) 
m 
and N = Tf ni. 
i=l 
From the functional form of 7ol, it is clear that~ and z01 
form a set of jointly sufficient statistics for the cr~ andµ respectively. 
J. 
c. R. Rao (8) has proved that if a sufficient set of statistics 
T19 ••• ,Tq exists for the parameters Q1 , Q2 j ••• Qq' then the minimum 
variance estimator of a function of the parameters is an explicit 
function of the sufficient set of statistics. 
Therefore the minimum variance estimate of L can be written as 
(7.3) 
where pis an arbitrary function of (z01 j ••• Zmnm) and the gi are 
2 
constants independent of the Zij' cri, andµ. Since G is an unbiased 
estimate of L, we must have (where E denotes mathematical expectation) 
m ni 2 
E(G) = ~ ~ gi cri + g0 µ. 
· 1 · 1 n. i= J= J. 
(7.4) 
Taking the expected value of 7.3, we have 
Hence E(p) = Oo 
Expressing 706 in integral form~ we have 
j o o j p f dZ = 0~ 
R 
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(7o5) 
(706) 
(7.7) 
where dZ denotes the differential of density and R is the region over 
which the Zo" are defined. We can write 7.7 as 1.J 
~-~R p h dZ = 0. 
2 Differentiating equation 708 with respect to crt gives 
dZ = O. 
Differentiating equation 7.8 with respect toµ gives 
or 
f .. f p h z01 dZ - µ f.. ( p h dZ = O. R )R 
(7.8) 
(7.9) 
(7.10) 
Now the second integral. in 7ol0 vanishes by using 7.8. Hence 
f. [p h z01 dZ = O, (7,ll) 
R 
Differentiating equation 7oll with respect toµ and expanding~ we have 
(7.12) 
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The second integral in 7o12 vanishes by".7.11. Hence 
~-~ p h Z~l dZ = O, (7.13) 
Writing equation 7.9 as 
- 211 ;. • f ZOl p h dZ +. f'2 J··f p h dZJ • 
R R 
(7.14) 
We see that the bracketed terms vanish in view of 7.8, 7.11, and 7.13. 
Thus 
f ( llt2 I •• )~ p h ~ ztj dZ = o. 
R j=l . 
Consider now the variance · of G. We have 
The covariance term is given by 
n. 
Gov rt t. ~ z~j + go ZOl; PJ 
Lf=1 j=l ni 
= 
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Expanding equation 7ol7 and using equations 7o81 7013, and 7015, we have 
Thus 
Var (G) + g0 z01] + Var (p). (7ol9) 
Since both terms on the right are positive, the variance of G 
will be a minimum when Var (p) :,: o. Thus 9 since E(p) = 01 we have 
p = Oo (7o20) 
the best unbiased estimate of 
n. 
n J. 2 
L =LL gi cr. + g p, ~ l.. 0 
i=l j=l ni 
is 
n. 
n J.. 
L -L Lg. 2 + go ZOl 1 z .. 0 
- J.J 
i=l j=l ni 
(7.22) 
VIII. SUMMARY 
This thesis is concerned primarily with the investigation of the 
properties of the analysis of variance estimates of the variance 
components in balanced linear models with random effects. 
The analysis of variance estimates are obtained by equating the 
observed and expected mean squares and solving the resulting system of 
equations for the variance componentso The balanced linear Y model 
with random effects is defined as the special case of Model III 
(i.e. the model having all effects random) which admits a transformation 
to an orthogonal uncorrelated linear Z model. 
It has been shown in this thesis that: 
(1) For a balanced model, the best (minimum variance) unbiased 
quadratic estimate of any linear combination of the variance 
components is the same linear combination of the analysis 
of variance estimates of the variance components. 
(2) For a balanced model with normally distributed effects, 
the best unbiased estimate of any linear combination of 
the variance components is the same linear combination 
of the analysis of variance estimates of the variance 
components. 
(3) The following are balanced models: 
(a) Completely Randomized 
(b) Randomized Block 
(c) Latin Square 
(d) Graeco-Latin Square 
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(e) General Hierarchal 
(f) Split Plot 
(g) Split ooo Split Plot 
(h) General Cross Classification 
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5. 
6. 
7. 
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